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The Oxford Book of American Poetry
Willie Stark, a well-intentioned idealistic back-country lawyer is unable to resist
greed, power, and lust for politics during his rise and fall as an American
demagogue.

Ramayana for Children
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• Nita Ambani launched the Indian Super League, on the lines of FIFA, to boost
football in India • Sudha Murty gave her savings to her husband, Narayana Murthy,
to help start Infosys • Naina Lal Kidwai was the first Indian woman to graduate
from Harvard Business School • Kiran Mazumdar-Shaw started Biocon with a seed
capital of Rs10,000 • At the age of sixteen, Sania Mirza became the youngest and
the first Indian woman to win a Grand Slam These are some snippets from She
Walks, She Leads which profiles twenty-six iconic women in modern India. These
leaders tell their stories, up close and personal. Their relentless ambition to shatter
the glass ceiling, their pursuit for excellence and the challenges that came their
way – all of this is captured vividly in this exclusive anthology. Each chapter is
based on extensive research and has never-seen-before photographs of these
luminaries. The chapters are followed by interviews with their companions and
close confidants who have seen them grow over the years. The women leaders
profiled in the book come from different fields like banking, media, cinema, sports,
fashion, philanthropy and industry.

Naming Jhumpa Lahiri
Banned in Boston when it was first published in 1928, Scarlet Sister Mary is the
story of a sexy, independent, and outspoken woman who lives to please herself.
Abandoned by her husband, the heroine takes many lovers, loses her firstborn son,
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and eventually "finds peace" as a church member, although she refuses to give up
her love charm and her gold hoop earrings. Scarlet Sister Mary shocked readers
with its sensual portrayal of a black woman's private life, but it was universally
lauded for its honesty and courage. The first edition sold more than one million
copies worldwide, and was awarded the Pulitzer Prize for Fiction in 1929.

Unaccustomed Earth
"A series of reflections on the author's experiences learning a new language and
living abroad, in a dual-language edition"--

Scarlet Sister Mary
The Classics

Close Range
This collection of nine essays by scholars in the fields of postcolonial, Asian
American, and other literary studies explains why categorizing the best-selling,
award-winning work of Jhumpa Lahiri as either universally great and/or ethnically
specific matters, to whom, and how paying attention to these questions can
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deepen students’, general readers’, and academic scholars’ appreciation for the
politics surrounding Lahiri’s works and understanding of the literary texts
themselves.

The Old Man and The Sea
An all-new Dresden Files story headlines this urban fantasy short story collection
starring the Windy City's favorite wizard. The world of Harry Dresden, Chicago's
only professional wizard, is rife with intrigue--and creatures of all supernatural
stripes. And you'll make their intimate acquaintance as Harry delves into the dark
side of truth, justice, and the American way in this must-have short story
collection. From the Wild West to the bleachers at Wrigley Field, humans, zombies,
incubi, and even fey royalty appear, ready to blur the line between friend and foe.
In the never-before-published "Zoo Day," Harry treads new ground as a dad, while
fan-favorite characters Molly Carpenter, his onetime apprentice, White Council
Warden Anastasia Luccio, and even Bigfoot stalk through the pages of more classic
tales. With twelve stories in all, Brief Cases offers both longtime fans and first-time
readers tantalizing glimpses into Harry's funny, gritty, and unforgettable realm,
whetting their appetites for more to come from the wizard with a heart of gold. The
collection includes: * "Curses," from Naked City, edited by Ellen Datlow * "AAAA
Wizardry," from the Dresden Files RPG * "Even Hand," from Dark and Stormy
Knights, edited by P. N. Elrod * "B is for Bigfoot," from Under My Hat: Tales from
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the Cauldron, edited by Jonathan Strahan. Republished in Working for Bigfoot. * "I
was a Teenage Bigfoot," from Blood Lite III: Aftertaste, edited by Kevin J. Anderson.
Republished in Working for Bigfoot. * "Bigfoot on Campus," from Hex Appeal,
edited by P. N. Elrod. Republished in Working for Bigfoot. * "Bombshells," from
Dangerous Women, edited by George R. R. Martin and Gardner Dozois * "Jury
Duty," from Unbound, edited by Shawn Speakman * "Cold Case," from Shadowed
Souls, edited by Jim Butcher and Kerrie Hughes * "Day One," from Unfettered II,
edited by Shawn Speakman * "A Fistful of Warlocks," from Straight Outta
Tombstone, edited by David Boop * "Zoo Day," a brand-new novella, original to this
collection

Interpreter of Maladies
SHORTLISTED FOR THE MAN BOOKER PRIZE 2013 SHORTLISTED FOR THE BAILEYS
WOMEN'S PRIZE FOR FICTION 2014 SHORTLISTED FOR THE NATIONAL BOOK
AWARD 2013 From Subhash's earliest memories, at every point, his brother was
there. In the suburban streets of Calcutta where they wandered before dusk and in
the hyacinth-strewn ponds where they played for hours on end, Udayan was
always in his older brother's sight. So close in age, they were inseparable in
childhood and yet, as the years pass ? as U.S tanks roll into Vietnam and riots
sweep across India ? their brotherly bond can do nothing to forestall the tragedy
that will upend their lives. Udayan ? charismatic and impulsive ? finds himself
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drawn to the Naxalite movement, a rebellion waged to eradicate inequity and
poverty. He will give everything, risk all, for what he believes, and in doing so will
transform the futures of those dearest to him.

A Study Guide for Jhumpa Lahiri's "Interpreter of Maladies"
'Rich. . . eclectic. . . a feast' Telegraph This landmark collection brings together
forty writers that reflect over a hundred years of Italy's vibrant and diverse short
story tradition, from the birth of the modern nation to the end of the twentieth
century. Poets, journalists, visual artists, musicians, editors, critics, teachers,
scientists, politicians, translators: the writers that inhabit these pages represent a
dynamic cross section of Italian society, their powerful voices resonating through
regional landscapes, private passions and dramatic political events. This wideranging selection curated by Jhumpa Lahiri includes well known authors such as
Italo Calvino, Elsa Morante and Luigi Pirandello alongside many captivating new
discoveries. More than a third of the stories featured in this volume have been
translated into English for the first time, several of them by Lahiri herself.

Whereabouts
Winner of the 2003 Trillium Book Award "Stories are wondrous things," awardPage 6/23
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winning author and scholar Thomas King declares in his 2003 CBC Massey
Lectures. "And they are dangerous." Beginning with a traditional Native oral story,
King weaves his way through literature and history, religion and politics, popular
culture and social protest, gracefully elucidating North America's relationship with
its Native peoples. Native culture has deep ties to storytelling, and yet no other
North American culture has been the subject of more erroneous stories. The Indian
of fact, as King says, bears little resemblance to the literary Indian, the dying
Indian, the construct so powerfully and often destructively projected by White
North America. With keen perception and wit, King illustrates that stories are the
key to, and only hope for, human understanding. He compels us to listen well.

The Folded Earth
Navigating between the Indian traditions they've inherited and the baffling new
world, the characters in Jhumpa Lahiri's elegant, touching stories seek love beyond
the barriers of culture and generations. In "A Temporary Matter," published in The
New Yorker, a young Indian-American couple faces the heartbreak of a stillborn
birth while their Boston neighborhood copes with a nightly blackout. In the title
story, an interpreter guides an American family through the India of their ancestors
and hears an astonishing confession. Lahiri writes with deft cultural insight
reminiscent of Anita Desai and a nuanced depth that recalls Mavis Gallant. She is
an important and powerful new voice.
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Two Women
Redefines the great canon of American poetry from its origins in the 17th century
right up to the present.

Only Goodness
Between 1929 and 1945, two great travails were visited upon the American
people: the Great Depression and World War II. This book tells the story of how
Americans endured, and eventually prevailed, in the face of those unprecedented
calamities. The Depression was both a disaster and an opportunity. As David
Kennedy vividly demonstrates, the economic crisis of the 1930s was far more than
a simple reaction to the alleged excesses of the 1920s. For more than a century
before 1929, America's unbridled industrial revolution had gyrated through
repeated boom and bust cycles, wastefully consuming capital and inflicting untold
misery on city and countryside alike. Freedom From Fear explores how the nation
agonized over its role in World War II, how it fought the war, why the United States
won, and why the consequences of victory were sometimes sweet, sometimes
ironic. In a compelling narrative, Kennedy analyzes the determinants of American
strategy, the painful choices faced by commanders and statesmen, and the
agonies inflicted on the millions of ordinary Americans who were compelled to
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swallow their fears and face battle as best they could. Both comprehensive and
colorful, this account of the most convulsive period in American history, excepting
only the Civil War, reveals a period that formed the crucible in which modern
America was formed. The Oxford History of the United States The Atlantic Monthly
has praised The Oxford History of the United States as "the most distinguished
series in American historical scholarship," a series that "synthesizes a generation's
worth of historical inquiry and knowledge into one literally state-of-the-art book.
Who touches these books touches a profession." Conceived under the general
editorship of one of the leading American historians of our time, C. Vann
Woodward, The Oxford History of the United States blends social, political,
economic, cultural, diplomatic, and military history into coherent and vividly
written narrative. Previous volumes are Robert Middlekauff's The Glorious Cause:
The American Revolution; James M. McPherson's Battle Cry of Freedom: The Civil
War Era (which won a Pulitzer Prize and was a New York Times Best Seller); and
James T. Patterson's Grand Expectations: The United States 1945-1974 (which won
a Bancroft Prize).

Hell-Heaven
Each story in this series offers a poignant glimpse of family life ? the ties we cling
to; the ties we try to sever; and the ties that make us who we are. Told from a
myriad of perspectives, from a dazzling array of some of the finest short story
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writers of our generation (including Jhumpa Lahiri, George Saunders, Jon McGregor
and Elizabeth Gilbert), Family Snapshots gives us a fresh, empathetic and moving
insight into the meaning of family. Only Goodness is taken from Jhumpa Lahiri's
dazzling collection of stories, Unaccustomed Earth.

The Friday Night Knitting Club
Winner Pulitzer Prize 2000 - A collection of stories by Indian author Jhumpa Lahiri.

Salt Houses
Winner of the Dayton Literary Peace Prize and the Arab American Book Award
Named a Best Book of the Year by NPR * Nylon * Kirkus Reviews * Bustle *
BookPage “Moving and beautifully written.” — Entertainment Weekly On the eve of
her daughter Alia’s wedding, Salma reads the girl’s future in a cup of coffee dregs.
She sees an unsettled life for Alia and her children; she also sees travel and luck.
While she chooses to keep her predictions to herself that day, they will all soon
come to pass when the family is uprooted in the wake of the Six-Day War of 1967.
Lyrical and heartbreaking, Salt Houses follows three generations of a Palestinian
family and asks us to confront that most devastating of all truths: you can’t go
home again. “[Alyan is] a master.” — Los Angeles Review of Books “Beautiful . . .
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An example of how fiction is often the best filter for the real world around us.” —
NPR “Gorgeous and sprawling . . . Heart-wrenching, lyrical and timely.” — Dallas
Morning News “[Salt Houses] illustrate[s] the inherited longing and sense of
dislocation passed like a baton from mother to daughter.” — New York Times Book
Review

Palpasa Café
The Road
A Vintage Shorts “Short Story Month” Selection Pranab Chakraborty was a fellow
Bengali from Calcutta who had washed up on the shores of Central Square. Soon
he was one of the family. From the winner of the Pulitzer Prize and the Frank
O’Connor International Short Story Award, a staggeringly beautiful and precise
story about a Bengali family in Cambridge, Massachusetts, the impossibilities of
love, and the unanticipated pleasures and complications of life in America. “HellHeaven” is Jhumpa Lahiri’s ode to the intimate secrets of closest kin, from the
acclaimed collection Unaccustomed Earth. An eBook short.

Jhumpa Lahiri, the Master Storyteller
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When Hilton was just a boy, his grandmother sacrificed her life to save him from
drowning. Thirty years later, he begins to suspect that he was never meant to
survive that accident, and that dark forces are working to rectify that mistake.
When Hilton's wife, the only elected African-American judge in Dade County, FL,
begins to receive racist hate mail, he becomes obsessed with protecting his family.
Soon, however, he begins to have horrible nightmares, more intense and
disturbing than any he has ever experienced. Are the strange dreams trying to tell
him something? His sense of reality begins to slip away as he battles both the
psychotic threatening to destroy his family and the even more terrifying enemy
stalking his sleep. Chilling and utterly convincing, The Between follows the
struggles of a man desperately trying to hold on to the people and life he loves,
but may have already lost. The compelling plot holds readers in suspense until the
final, profound moment of resolution.

Behind the Sun
She Walks, She Leads
A debut collection of short fiction blends elements of Indian traditions with the
complexities of American culture in such tales as "A Temporary Matter," in which a
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young Indian-American couple confronts their grief over the loss of a child, while
their Boston neighborhood copes with a nightly blackout. Original. 20,000 first
printing.

The Truth about Stories
For more than seventeen years, Lin Kong, a devoted and ambitious doctor, has
been in love with an educated, clever, modern woman, Manna Wu. But back in his
traditional home village lives the humble, loyal wife his family chose for him years
ago. Every summer, he returns to ask her for a divorce and every summer his
compliant wife agrees but then backs out. This time, after eighteen years' waiting,
Lin promises it will be different.

In Other Words
The stories of Unaccustomed Earth focus on second-generation immigrants making
and remaking lives, loves and identities in England and America. We follow
brothers and sisters, mothers and fathers, friends and lovers, in stories that take us
from Boston and London to Bombay and Calcutta. Blending the individual and the
generational, the exotic and the strikingly mundane, these haunting, exquisitely
detailed and emotionally complex stories are intensely compelling elegies of life,
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death, love and fate. This is a dazzling work from a masterful writer.

The Namesake
Gogol is named after his father's favourite author. But growing up in an Indian
family in suburban America, the boy starts to hate his name and itches to cast it
off, along with the inherited values it represents. Gogol sets off on his own path
only to discover that the search for identity depends on much more than a name.

Brief Cases
Palpasa Café tells the story of an artist, Drishya, during the height of the Nepalese
Civil War. The novel is partly a love story of Drishya and the first generation
American Nepali, Palpasa, who has returned to the land of her parents after 9/11. It
is often called an anti-war novel, and describes the effects of the civil war on the
Nepali countryside that Drishya travels to.

Waiting
NATIONAL BESTSELLER WINNER OF THE PULITZER PRIZE The searing, postapocalyptic novel about a father and son's fight to survive. A father and his son
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walk alone through burned America. Nothing moves in the ravaged landscape save
the ash on the wind. It is cold enough to crack stones, and when the snow falls it is
gray. The sky is dark. Their destination is the coast, although they don't know
what, if anything, awaits them there. They have nothing; just a pistol to defend
themselves against the lawless bands that stalk the road, the clothes they are
wearing, a cart of scavenged food—and each other. The Road is the profoundly
moving story of a journey. It boldly imagines a future in which no hope remains,
but in which the father and his son, "each the other's world entire," are sustained
by love. Awesome in the totality of its vision, it is an unflinching meditation on the
worst and the best that we are capable of: ultimate destructiveness, desperate
tenacity, and the tenderness that keeps two people alive in the face of total
devastation. A New York Times Notable Book One of the Best Books of the Year The
Boston Globe, The Christian Science Monitor, The Denver Post, The Kansas City
Star, Los Angeles Times, New York, People, Rocky Mountain News, Time, The
Village Voice, The Washington Post

All the King's Men
LONGLISTED FOR THE 2011 MAN ASIAN LITERARY PRIZE SHORTLISTED FOR THE
HINDU LITERARY PRIZE FOR BEST FICTION 2011 WITH HER DEBUT NOVEL, An Atlas
of Impossible Longing, Anuradha Roy’s exquisite storytelling instantly won readers’
hearts around the world, and the novel was named one of the best books of the
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year by The Washington Post and The Seattle Times. Now, Roy has returned with
another masterpiece that is already earning international prize attention, an
evocative and deeply moving tale of a young woman making a new life for herself
amid the foothills of the Himalaya. Desperate to leave a private tragedy behind,
Maya abandons herself to the rhythms of the little village, where people coexist
peacefully with nature. But all is not as it seems, and she soon learns that no
refuge is remote enough to keep out the modern world. When power-hungry
politicians threaten her beloved mountain community, Maya finds herself caught
between the life she left behind and the new home she is determined to protect.
Elegiac, witty, and profound by turns, and with a tender love story at its core, The
Folded Earth brims with the same genius and love of language that made An Atlas
of Impossible Longing an international success and confirms Anuradha Roy as a
major new literary talent.

The Between
"In a country teetering on the brink of civil war, two young people meet--sensual,
fiercely independent Nadia and gentle, restrained Saeed. They embark on a furtive
love affair, thrust into premature intimacy by the unrest roiling their city. When it
explodes, turning familiar streets into a patchwork of checkpoints and bomb blasts,
they begin to hear whispers about doors--doors that can whisk people far away, if
perilously and for a price. As violence and the threat of violence escalate, Nadia
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and Saeed decide that they no longer have a choice. Leaving their homeland and
their old lives behind, they find a door and step through. An epic compressed into a
slender page-turner, Exit West is both completely of our time and for all time."--

The Penguin Book of Italian Short Stories
A marvelous new novel from the Pulitzer Prize winning author of The Lowland and
Interpreter of Maladies--her first in nearly a decade. Exuberance and dread,
attachment and estrangement: in this novel, Jhumpa Lahiri stretches her themes to
the limit. The woman at the center wavers between stasis and movement, between
the need to belong and the refusal to form lasting ties. The city she calls home, an
engaging backdrop to her days, acts as a confidant: the sidewalks around her
house, parks, bridges, piazzas, streets, stores, coffee bars. We follow her to the
pool she frequents and to the train station that sometimes leads her to her mother,
mired in a desperate solitude after her father's untimely death. In addition to
colleagues at work, where she never quite feels at ease, she has girl friends, guy
friends, and "him," a shadow who both consoles and unsettles her. But in the arc of
a year, as one season gives way to the next, transformation awaits. One day at the
sea, both overwhelmed and replenished by the sun's vital heat, her perspective
will change. This is the first novel she has written in Italian and translated into
English. It brims with the impulse to cross barriers. By grafting herself onto a new
literary language, Lahiri has pushed herself to a new level of artistic achievement.
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The Clothing of Books
Freedom from Fear
National Best Seller From the best-selling author and Pulitzer Prize winner, a
powerful nonfiction debut—an “honest, engaging, and very moving account of a
writer searching for herself in words.” —Kirkus Reviews (starred) In Other Words is
a revelation. It is at heart a love story—of a long and sometimes difficult courtship,
and a passion that verges on obsession: that of a writer for another language. For
Jhumpa Lahiri, that love was for Italian, which first captivated and capsized her
during a trip to Florence after college. Although Lahiri studied Italian for many
years afterward, true mastery always eluded her. Seeking full immersion, she
decides to move to Rome with her family, for “a trial by fire, a sort of baptism” into
a new language and world. There, she begins to read, and to write—initially in her
journal—solely in Italian. In Other Words, an autobiographical work written in
Italian, investigates the process of learning to express oneself in another language,
and describes the journey of a writer seeking a new voice. Presented in a duallanguage format, this is a wholly original book about exile, linguistic and otherwise,
written with an intensity and clarity not seen since Vladimir Nabokov: a startling
act of self-reflection and a provocative exploration of belonging and reinvention.
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East, West
A Study Guide for Jhumpa Lahiri's "Interpreter of Maladies," excerpted from Gale's
acclaimed Short Stories for Students. This concise study guide includes plot
summary; character analysis; author biography; study questions; historical
context; suggestions for further reading; and much more. For any literature
project, trust Short Stories for Students for all of your research needs.

Interpreter of Maladies
From the Booker Prize-winning author of The Satanic Verses comes nine stories
that reveal the oceanic distances and the unexpected intimacies between East and
West. Daring, extravagant, comical and humane, this book renews Rushdie's
stature as a storyteller who can enthrall and instruct us with the same sentence.

In Other Words
Collects Essays Which Offer A Wide Ranging Critical Response To Jhumpa Lahiri`S
Stores-Her Collection Entitled Interpreter Of Maladies.

Interpreter of Maladies
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Gathering for their weekly knitting club at a small yarn shop on Manhattan's upper
west side, a group of friends shares such challenges as raising children, navigating
the ups and downs of their education and careers, and pursuing uncertain
relationships. Reprint.

Jhumpa Lahiri's Interpreter of Maladies
Collects the author's short stories and her novel about an Indian-American boy who
grows up conflicted and struggles to come to terms with his cultural heritage.

Interpreter of Maladies
Bernie Rhodenbarr is actually trying to earn an honest living. It's been an entire
year since he's entered anyone's abode illegally to help himself to their valuables.
But now an unscrupulous landlord's threat to increase Bernie's rent by 1,000% is
driving the bookseller and reformed burglar back to a life of crime -- though, in all
fairness, it's a very short trip. And when the cops wrongly accuse him of stealing a
priceless collection of baseball cards, Bernie's stuck with a worthless alibi since he
was busy burgling a different apartment at the time . . . one that happened to
contain a dead body locked inside a bathroom. So Bernie has a dilemma. He can
trade a burglary charge for a murder rap. Or he can shuffle all the cards himself
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and try to find the joker in the deck -- someone, perhaps, who believes that
homicide is the real Great American Pastime.

The Burglar Who Traded Ted Williams
From the Pulitzer Prize-winning and bestselling author of The Shipping News and
Accordion Crimes comes one of the most celebrated short story collections of our
time. Annie Proulx's masterful language and fierce love of Wyoming are evident in
these breathtaking tales of loneliness, quick violence, and the wrong kinds of love.
Each of the stunning portraits in Close Range reveals characters fiercely wrought
with precision and grace. These are stories of desperation and unlikely elation, set
in a landscape both stark and magnificent -- by an author writing at the peak of her
craft.

The Lowland
Four women on a perilous journey to a new world, can rely only on their wits to
survive and each other Irreverent and streetwise prostitute Friday Woolfe is in
London's notorious Newgate gaol, awaiting transportation. there, she meets three
other girls: intelligent and opportunistic thief, Sarah Morgan, naive young Rachel
Winter, and reliable and capable seamstress, Harriet Clarke. On the voyage to New
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South Wales their friendship becomes an unbreakable bond - but there are others
on board who will change their lives forever. Friday makes an implacable enemy of
Bella Jackson, a vicious woman whose power seems undiminished by her arrest
and transportation, while Harriet is taken under the wing of an idealistic doctor,
James Downey. Rachel catches the eye of a sinister passenger with more than
honour on his mind. When they finally arrive on the other side of the world, they
are confined to the grim and overcrowded Parramatta Female Factory. But worse is
to come as the threat of separation looms. In the land behind the sun, the only
thing they have is each other

Exit West
How do you clothe a book? In this deeply personal reflection, Pulitzer Prize–winning
author Jhumpa Lahiri explores the art of the book jacket from the perspectives of
both reader and writer. Probing the complex relationships between text and image,
author and designer, and art and commerce, Lahiri delves into the role of the
uniform; explains what book jackets and design have come to mean to her; and
how, sometimes, “the covers become a part of me.”
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